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LEGENDARY TOURNAMENT PAINT

suggested retail price: 45¤

2000  HIGH QUALITY PAINTBALLS
.68CAL

The time is now. You’re about to step out onto 
the field. You’re going to give it your best shot 
and you need everything to work perfectly. 

Just like you always aim to perform on the 
highest level, you need your paint not to let 
you down and shoot strings. You know that 
the only paint you could 100% rely on is the 
Virst Iconic. 

It offers unmatched quality of paint designed 
for the most demanding tournament players. 
It’s guaranteed not to fail you. The best of the 
best. Simply LEGENDARY.

Stuff of the Legends
OUTSTANDING ACCURACY
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 PATH FORMULA

Designed exclusively for
low pressure markers

Best performance in temp.
18°C—35°C

Perfect round shape

Bright ‘WipeBlock’ fill

Pro-grade dark metallic shell

Exceptional breakability 

Excellent flight trajectory,
pinpoint long range accuracy



2000  HIGH QUALITY PAINTBALLS
.68CAL

You are packed and ready to go. Damn, you 
love these weekends! Yet another city and 
another trophy waiting to be lifted. 

You need a box of paint you can rely on in 
a top-flight tournament. You buy the Virst 
Podium — top shelf tournament paint, which 
breaks when you need it to and provides a 
steady stream when you have to keep your 
opponents contained.

VIRST Podium is the paint you can count on, 
making sure you get that well deserved win.

suggested retail price: 45¤

ULTIMATE TOURNAMENT PAINT

Aiming for the Top Spot
OUTSTANDING ACCURACY
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 PATH FORMULA

Best performance in temp.
15°C—30°C

Bright ‘WipeBlock’ fill

Pro-grade metallic shell

Exceptional breakability

For low pressure and precise
high pressure markers

Excellent flight trajectory,
pinpoint long range accuracy

Perfect round shape



ULTIMATE ALL-PURPOSE PAINT

suggested retail price: 35¤

2000  HIGH QUALITY PAINTBALLS
.68CAL

You’ve played speedball but you also have 
some history with woodsball paintball. You 
love the game regardless of the setting. 
You’re a demanding player, but you value both 
quality and affordability. You need a perfect 
all-rounder. 

A box of paint that adapts to varying 
circumstances as well as you do, providing top 
performance amongst inflatable bunkers and 
pine trees alike.

Unsure on where you are gonna play today? 
Just make sure you have Virst Prime in your 
gear bag.

An All-time Classic

Best performance in temp.
10°C—30°C

Bright, high quality filling

Premium single color shell

No oil, easy to wash 

Improved flight trajectory, 
high accuracy

Suitable for high and low 
pressure markers



2000  HIGH QUALITY PAINTBALLS
.68CAL

suggested retail price: 35¤

You treat your game very seriously,  you’re 
a demanding woodsball player. You like to 
have a good day out with your brothers in 
arms and maybe have a tendency to wear 
more camouflage than the average person. 
What you need is the crucial component of 
a woodsball player’s arsenal - The Virst Camo 
paint. 

It provides you with outstanding repeatability 
and a highly visible filling, but also offers a 
heavy duty shell, which does not break in your 
hopper or on a bunch of leaves. The go-to 
paint for demanding, tactical players.

ULTIMATE TACTICAL PAINT

Alpha Bravo Camo

Best performance in temp.
5°C—30°C

Bright, premium fill

No oil, easy to wash 

Improved flight trajectory, 
high accuracy

Suitable for high and low 
pressure markers

Easily trackable, 
double color shell



suggested retail price: 35¤

2000  HIGH QUALITY PAINTBALLS
.68CAL

It got really cold outside but you’re not ready 
to put your gear bag away. Whether you’re 
trying to squeeze in that one last training 
session on the speedball field or you are 
heading out to the woods with a group of 
dedicated brothers in arms, you need a reliable 
box of winter paint. 

We have come up with a technologically 
advanced shell design to maintain size 
repeatability and predictable breakability in 
very difficult weather conditions. The paint 
has a tougher shell than most of our other 
products but stays reliable long after your 
hands have frozen.

ULTIMATE WINTER PAINT

Winter Wonderball

Best performance in temp.
-5°C—15°C

Antifreeze fill formula

Bright, highly visible shell

Straight flight trajectory

Suitable for high and low 
pressure markers



suggested retail price: 25¤

2000  HIGH QUALITY PAINTBALLS
.68CAL

Do you own a paintball field? Are you just 
starting your paintball adventure? Maybe 
you’re simply on a low budget? Anyway, 
what you are looking for is a no fuss box of 
affordable paint. It’s ok, we’ve got you covered.

We gave it our all to provide the best possible 
quality in this lowest price bracket. A trouble-
free box of paint with a decent breakability, 
repeatability and filling, along an outstanding 
price. Designed especially for recreational 
players and commercial field owners.

ULTIMATE BUDGET PAINT

Ballin’ on a budget

Best performance in temp.
10°C—30°C

Bright fill

Single color shell

Straight flight trajectory

Suitable for high and low 
pressure markers

No oil, easy to wash 
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